EDGA ACCESS PASS APPLICATION FORM
This is for players who do not want to obtain a World Ranking but want to play in EDGA Access and relevant
EDGA Challenge Events. You will not be eligible to play in EDGA Premier Events. Until our new online system is
ready, please apply as follows:
o Print and complete the this EDGA Access Pass Application Form
o Sign the consent form on page-2
o Send the completed form along with any government endorsed disability evidence to
applications@edgagolf.com or by post to the following address
EDGA Eligibility Office
Wederikhof 8
2215 GJ Voorhout
The Netherlands

Name …………………………………………………………….

Date ………………………

Address ……………………………………………………………………………………..……………………………………….
City …………………………………………….. Postcode …..….…….…….…

Country ……………………………

Telephone …………………………………………. Email ……………………………………………………
Date of birth (dd/mm/yy) ............................... Gender M/F

Occupation:………………………

Please Note: only relevant disabilities need to be entered
Diagnosis ........................................................
Severity of Disability (Mild, moderate, severe): …………………………………….
Mechanism of injury or condition which caused the disability including timeline:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Please supply evidence of your disability (medical records etc.) AND/OR a copy of a government disability
certificate

EDGA CLASSIFICATION CONSENT FORM
I, (name)……………………………………………………….agree to undergo the EDGA Classification Process, administrated
by the designated EDGA official international classifier. I understand that this Classification Process will require
me to participate in EDGA golf tournaments and championships.
I understand that there is a risk of injury in participating in these tournaments and championships and that I am
healthy enough to do so. I also understand that if I should be injured during the course of this Classification
Process, I will not hold EDGA responsible.
I also understand that Classification requires me to give my best effort for the Senior EDGA classifier. I
understand the failure to give my best effort could result in me being disqualified from EDGA tournaments and
championships. I also understand that discrepancies between the performances I demonstrate during the
Classification Process and those which I demonstrate during competition could also lead to my disqualification
from EDGA tournaments and championships.
I agree to abide by the above and understand that Classification is a judgment process and will agree to abide
to the judgment of the Head EDGA Classifier. If I do not agree with the result, I have the option to appeal and
be seen by the EDGA Head Classifier as soon as possible. For this procedure, I will have to complete the EDGA
Eligibility Committee Protest Form which will be available from the EDGA international classifier.
I understand that as part of the Classification Process I may be photographed and/or videotaped.

__________________________________
Signature

_____________________
Date

